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crass (of persons) so unrefined as to be lacking in discrimination and sensibility.
The crass assumptions that men make about women.

declension A condition of decline or moral deterioration.
The declension of the new generation.

descend
Do something that one considers to be below one’s dignity.
Three hotels were granted the prestigious five star status whilst others
descended in quality or maintained their ranking.

descending Coming down or downward.
The categories are listed in descending order of usefulness.

descent An unexpected visit.
The settlers were of Cornish descent.

drop An act of dropping supplies or troops by parachute.
He dropped his voice as she came into the room.

falling Coming down freely under the influence of gravity.
Falling standards.

folly
A costly ornamental building with no practical purpose, especially a tower or
mock-Gothic ruin built in a large garden or park.
An act of sheer folly.

fool Foolish silly.
She had been fooling herself in thinking she could remain indifferent.

foolery Silly or foolish behaviour.
We endured his foolery all afternoon.

foolhardy Marked by defiant disregard for danger or consequences.
It would be foolhardy to go into the scheme without support.

hubris
(in Greek tragedy) excessive pride towards or defiance of the gods, leading to
nemesis.
The self assured hubris among economists was shaken in the late 1980s.
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idiot A person of subnormal intelligence.

ignorance The lack of knowledge or education.
He acted in ignorance of basic procedures.

ignorant Uneducated in general; lacking knowledge or sophistication.
This ignorant pin brained receptionist.

imbecility A stupid mistake.

insanity Relatively permanent disorder of the mind.
He suffered from bouts of insanity.

low Of a river or lake below the usual water level.
His popularity ratings are at an all time low.

lunacy Foolish or senseless behavior.
It has been suggested that originality demands a degree of lunacy.

patsy A person who is gullible and easy to take advantage of.
There is a mischievous sparkle in his eyes that suggests he is no patsy.

shiftless Lacking or characterized by lack of ambition or initiative; lazy.
A shiftless lot of good for nothings.

silly Helpless; defenceless (typically used of a woman, child, or animal).
Silly mid on.

simpleton A foolish or gullible person.
Stop grinning at me like a simpleton.

sink Cause a ship to sink.
The players were sinking a few post match lagers.

stupidity A stupid mistake.
A comedy of infantile stupidity.

sucker Of a plant produce suckers.
It spread rapidly after being left undisturbed to sucker.

under Under water.
He was floating for some time but suddenly went under.

vacuity
The absence of matter.
He denounced what he considered the frivolity or vacuity of much
contemporary painting.
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